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Opening Welcome

Markku Markkula
First Vice-President of the European Committee of the Regions 
and Rapporteur for the Digital Europe Programme

Dana Eleftheriadou
Head of Advanced Technologies Team in the European Commission

Slawomir Tokarski
Director for Innovation and Advanced Manufacturing, European Commission
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Monday 4th of 
December

Session 3 From inspiration to action

Session 2 The success story of the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area

Session 4 Closing and Signature of the Declaration of Cooperation

14:35 - 17:15

14:20 - 14:35

17:15 - 17:30

Session 1 Opening 14:00 - 14:20

Mayors summit: AGENDA

Shaping a winning strategy and brand

Upskilling the city

Unlocking investments

Reinventing growth with technology and data

Format: Presentations of the cities followed by panel discussions

Moderator: Markku Markkula, First Vice-President of the European Committee of the Regions and Rapporteur for the Digital Europe Programme

Moderator: Ulla Engelmann, Head of unit for Advanced Technologies, Clusters and Social Economy, DG GROW, European Commission

Moderator: Dana Eleftheriadou, Head of Advanced Technologies Team, DG GROW, European Commission

Moderator: Fernando Hervás, Deputy Head of Unit for Territorial Development, DG JRC, European Commission 



Circular Cities
discard linear thinking and 
embrace circular economy

Smart cities
integrate ICT to optimize 
the efficiency of the city's 

physical assets and 
resources

Green cities 
or sustainable or eco-cities

focus on sustainability to avoid 
compromising the resources of 

future generations 

Resilient cities
increase resilience against 

crisis

Digital Cities
leverage advanced 

technologies to serve people 
and achieve economic 

growth



ü Cities-ecosystems for smart, sustainable growth and social welfare
ü Strong political leadership
ü Convene the power of the local stakeholders, they are the owners 
of their cities’ future

üSet an ambitious vision to build up
üStrategy and action plan of industrial modernization.

üGain exposure at European level as icons for digital 
transformation of industry

üBuild a network of European peers and partners 
üLaunch large scale cross-regional investments

Objectives 



ü A collaborative ecosystem – a vibrant digital community
ü Digitalisation (sensorisation) of physical infrastructures/utilities:

transport, energy, water
ü Access to technology and open data: fablabs, innovation labs,

clusters, business accelerators, venture capital
ü Cities-labs for testing and demonstrating innovative solutions
ü Digital skills and upskilling the workforce
ü Advanced technologies in the public administration

Mid-way in the process: areas of strong potential



ü Coordinated Action Plans: local Public Private Partnerships
ü Linkages to key sectors of the local economy

§ Agro-food E.g. L’Aquila, Patras, Kavala
§ Tourism E.g. L’Aquila, Granada, Kavala, Patras, Thessaloniki
§ Transport and logistics E.g. Algeciras, L’Aquila, Sofia, Thessaloniki
§ Manufacturing E.g. Pori and Ventspils
§ Other industries E.g. construction & pharma in L’Aquila; sectors of

health & biotech in Granada; blue economy in Kavala; utilities in Sofia
ü Access to finance – attracting investments

From vision and strategy towards implementation: 
Political leadership



Future events

Ø 4th Seminar Academy, 29-30 January 2019, Spain

5th Seminar Academy, 8-9 April 2019, Brussels

Final Conference, 5 June 2019, Brussels 



Call for Expression of 
Interest : Autumn 2019

Planning ahead: Intelligent Cities Challenge

Expanding to Advanced 
Technologies beyond 
Digital

Inter-city collaborations and 
investments
in advanced technologies

7.5 Million Euro

3.5 years duration

Coaching
to over 50 cities



Digital Cities Challenge

The success story of the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area

14:20 – 14:35

• Franc Weerwind, Mayor of the City of Almere on behalf of the 
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area.  Member responsible for Digital 
Connectivity at the Amsterdam Economic Board.



Digital Cities Challenge

From inspiration to action: Presentations of the cities followed by 
panel discussions

14:35 – 17:15

1. Shaping a winning strategy and brand

2. Reinventing growth with technology and data

3. Upskilling the city

4. Unlocking investments



Digital Cities Challenge

1. Shaping a winning strategy and brand
Moderator: Markku Markkula

• Francisco Cuenca Rodriguez, Mayor of Granada
• Lamprinos Vasileios, Mayor of Herakleio

• John Boyle, Mayor of Derry

• Martina Rudowitz, Mayor of Gelsenkirchen
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Granada

Granada 2018
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Heraklion
Towards a powerful urban centre of the 
Mediterranean
Heraklion 2018



Heraklion is the fourth largest city in Greece and the capital 

of the island of Crete

● population of 180.000 inhabitants

● fundamental pillars of Heraklion’s economy are 

■ the tourism and 

■ agri-food sectors

● emerging economic factors for the city

■ energy and 

■ innovative new technologies

Heraklion



Towards digital transformation of Heraklion

● During the last decade, Heraklion has been investing in the digital transformation of the city, focusing on 
the provision of services for the local population an businesses, as well as visitors.

● A vibrant ecosystem has been developed in our city, which includes 
○ public organizations, 
○ entrepreneurs and businesses, 
○ research and academic institutions, such as the University of Crete and the Foundation for 

Research and Technology – Hellas (FORTH)
○ citizens of Heraklion

● In 2011, the Heraklion Smart City Committee was founded by the Municipality of Heraklion, constituting 
ever since a consultation forum aimed at addressing open issues with regard to the digital transition of the 
city of Heraklion.



Towards digital transformation of Heraklion

● Since 2007 we have created:
○ an e-government portal providing 163 on-line services to businesses and citizens 

○ the Metropolitan Fibre Network of Heraklion
■ 75 km of fibre optics, 
■ serving 5,500 of employees and 17,000 students

○ the largest municipal wireless network in Greece, serving thousands of users

○ the only municipal datacentre in Greece that provides cloud services

○ a large number of mobile apps providing services to businesses, citizens and visitors 

○ the first municipal Internet of Things  portal in Greece, which collects the city’s big 
data, analyses them and makes them available to the public.



Heraklion smart city strategy

● In 2009, the "Charter of Obligations of Municipal Authorities towards Citizens in the Knowledge Society“ 
was signed

● In 2011, we signed the Covenant of Mayors

● In 2016, a comprehensive strategy was launched, entitled "Heraklion Smart City", consisting of six major 
policy areas

○ Digital transformation
○ Active participation of citizens in the city life
○ Sustainable urban mobility
○ Energy and environmental policy
○ Digitizing the economy and stimulating innovation
○ Enhancing quality of life



“Heraklion Smart City” brand positioning

● The Intelligent Community Forum 2012, 2013, 2014 has placed us in the list of the top 21 smart cities in 
the world

● In 2014, in a report by the European Parliament entitled "Mapping smart cities in the EU", we have been 
positively assessed in three areas of smart cities and were placed in the list of smart cities in Europe.

● In 2017, the URBACT III initiative ranked the "Heraklion Smart City" strategy in the 97 best projects 
running in Europe with respect to urban policies.

● In 2018, our digital policy was rated 19.5 out of 20, by the Digital Cities Challenge initiative



Next steps

● More electronic services to citizens, businesses and visitors, focusing on mobile applications.

● Digitization of our local economy by adopting electronic payments and transactions.

● Intensify our presence in the domains of the Web of Things and city's big data management, in an open 
manner

● Reduce the digital gap and encourage citizens’ digital participation and use of electronic services. 

● Increase the investments both from the public and the private sector in the context of enhancing the 
digitization of the local economy



Derry

Derry 2018



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Mayors Summit
“Vision and Branding”

Councillor John Boyle
Mayor of Derry



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Port City



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Historical City



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Plantation City



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Halloween



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Gelsenkirchen

Gelsenkirchen 2018



• located in the heart of the 
Rhine-Ruhr metropolitan area

• one of the largest cities in North 
Rhine-Westphalia 
(265.000 inhabitants)

• the largest economic zone in 
Europe after London and Paris. 

Gelsenkirchen in the Rhine-Ruhr area





Free (freies) public Wifi in the Connected 
City with GELSEN-NET hotspots



The basis: 
a high-performance fiber optic 
broadband network



Good data for good decisions, with 
Interactive Mapping and Reporting Tools



opendata.gelsenkirchen.de
Data 

Protection & 

Privacy



OpenData



Partner (selection)



• Support from the Ministry 
of Economic Affairs

• Model for e-government 
and digital urban 
development

• Other cities are…
Aachen, Paderborn, Soest, 
Wuppertal

Gelsenkirchen is one of five Digital Model 
Cities / Regions in NRW





Thanks, 
see you in Gelsenkirchen ;)



Digital Cities Challenge

2. Reinventing growth with technology and data
Moderator: Ulla Engelmann

• Aino-Maija Luukkonen, Mayor of Pori

• Antonio Francés Pérez, Mayor of Alcoy

• Enrico Fiorentin, Vice President and special Councelor in Padova

• Adrián Ballester Espinosa, Vice President in Alicante
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Pori

Pori 2018



Presentation for the Mayor’s Summit in Brussels, Dec 4, 2018

The European Commission's Digital Cities

Challenge
Pori

Aino-Maija Luukkonen, Mayor, City of Pori, Finland



Digital Cities Challenge

1. Pori in Brief – Context and Rationale for Digital Transformation

2. Digital Maturity of Pori – the DCC Assessment

3. Digital Vision and Ambition of Pori

4. Case HeadAI
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Pori 
– The City of 
Jazz and AI

• City of 85 000 inhabitants (10th in Finland)
• Cultural and industrial city with a major port
• Key sectors:

• Maritime, Metal processing
• Automation, robotics and artificial intelligence (AI)
• Energy and circular economy

• Regional AI Program launched 2017

Rationale for joining the DCC
• Traditional industrial city facing challenges of globalization: Need for 

renewal, competitiveness and growth
• Digitalized industry (automation/robotics) grows: How to expand and 

leverage this growth throughout the rest of industry
• City of Pori has set high ambitions and taken the lead: Digitalization in 

public services: city and companies as a platform for piloting and 
developing new products
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Digital drivers
of Pori:
Automation, 
Robotics
and AI 

The growth of automation and robotics has been significant and it 
has contributed to the vigor of the whole region.

Growth of turnover 2010-2017
Companies on the average 3,1 %
Manufacturing industry on the average -6,1 % 60,2 %

Increase in personnel 2010-2017

Growth of payroll 2010-2017

57,2 %

61,4 %

Companies on the average 0,4 %
Manufacturing industry on the average -9,1 % 

Companies on the average 9,6 %
Manufacturing industry on the average 0,0 % 

There are ca. 52 companies purely focused on 
automation and robotics in the Pori region. 
The Robocoast cluster includes over 100 companies.          
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Digital 
Transformation:
Initial stage of 
the process

ChallengesStrenghts

Infrastructure

Access
to data

Digital
skillset

Community

Finance

Governance
& leadership

Dimensions 
of digital

transformation

Companies' 
digital
competencies

Support
services

Open data sets utilized 
weakly (over 140 datasets 
available, 
but not providing real-time 
information; 
lack of information)  

Need for automation and 
robotics experts
- Model for positive 

structural change
- Robocoast rectruitment

initiative
- Conversion training’The City is well on its

way to becoming
digitally mature, 
continuing on this
trajectory will create
innovation ecosystems
that will drive job
creation and economic
growth.’

Digital Maturity of Pori

City covered by 4G, free wifi
Landline broadband available

City acting as an example: 
focus on concrete pilots and 
activities to enlarge digital 
ecosystem

• Permit processes totally 
digital since 05/2018 

• Fully digital  
administration process 
01/2019

• All school pupils (age 10-) 
equipped with personal 
device

Strong innovation ecosystem around
robotics and AI (Robocoast and AI Pori)

Wide education ecosystem
and tight collaboration 
between students and 
companies

Companies have not fully
exploited the possibilities
offered by digitalisation
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Digital vision 
and ambition 
of Pori

MISSION
To become the most significant and attractive city in Northern Europe 

for AI, automatisation and robotics in the industrial sector.

Vision and Ambition Statements

1. Advanced infrastructure
and open data facilitating
for swift digital pilots and 
transformation of the
business and services. 

• Guarantee e.g. logistics
and IT infrastructure which
support industry (transport, 
5G)

• Collecting information
about open data available
and offered by the city and 
companies -> 
dissemination and 
utilisation

2. Functional operating 
models and platforms for 
launching digital pilots
and programmes.

• Systematic approach to 
find bottom up solutions
for companies: 
hackathon, living labs, 
innovation competitions
etc. 

• Creating pilot markets
and possibilities for 
piloting (the city as an 
enabler and client)

3. Specific funding and 
support services for the
growth of digibusiness.

• Strengthening skills and 
knowledge (education for 
start-ups and existing
companies)

• Providing physical
operational environment, 
business services, funding
possibilities, peer support
etc.

• City as an enabler for pilots

4. Active and committed
digibusiness community –
both start-ups and existing
industry. 

• Companies’ commitment to 
the DC vision, bold to think
‘big’ in their own business 

• Creating an ecosystem of 
20 AI start-ups with relevant
support services

• Strengthening collaboration
between companies -and 
towards research & 
education institutes as well
as towards the city



Headai is the leading R&D driven 

Cognitive AI company

Language independent & contextually aware

A unique combination of cognitive psychology of learning, 

chaos theory and neural computing. 

100% Headai IPR.



re-skilled with AI

1. Understand what skills are needed
2. Assess individual’s skills                         

& suggest educational playlists (quick fix)
3. Show career path: direct jobs and 

educational opportunities
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Alcoy

Alcoy 2018
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Padova

Padova 2018
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DIGITAL CITIES CHALLENGE
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Padua

• Dynamic ecosystem of companies

• Students increasingly prepared in IT, economic-management and 
engineering subjects

• 2905 ICT and digital companies

• 2nd City in Italy in ICT

• participatory process:
Digitrans 2021

PADUA:
FELLOW CITY
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PADUA IS AT FOREFRONT THANKS TO:

M31 (https://www.m31.com/)
FABLAB VENETO OFFICINE ZIP (http://www.officinedigitalizip.it/)
UNISMART (http://www.unismart.it/), a community of technological 
innovation at the University of Padua
TALENT GARDEN (https://talentgarden.org/it) and PARADIGMA 
(http://www.paradigma.city/), both coworking that have spaces for events 
and training courses. In Paradigma was also hosted the creation of
NEXT FUTURE TRANSPORTATION vehicles

(http://www.next-future-mobility.com/)
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THE MAIN 
DRIVERS IN 
PADUA ARE:Government

> Municipality of Padova
Academia

> Università degli Studi di Padova
Research

> CNR-ITIA
> X23 Srl
Public Bodies, Agencies, Associations and consortia

> PID: Punto Impresa Digitale (Camera di Commercio di Padova)
> ZIP: Zona Industriale di Padova
> CAN: Confederazione Nazionale dell’artigianato e della piccola e media 

impresa
HUBs, Organisations and Hosts 

> Talent Garden Padua
> Paradigma Exponential Hub
> Parco Scientifico Galileo (the Visionary District)
Non-for-profit Organisations

> Fondazione Fenice
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OUR MISSION

To support the digital transition
in order to increase opportunities
for young people, to improve life
of elder people and the overall 

accessibility of the city, to accelerate the 
city’s convertion

to sustainable transport.
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AMBITION STATEMENTS

Focusing of digitalisation of public data, to reduce bureaucracy to citizens, 
to let them easily interact with public sector and to help entreprises to 
grown their business
Strengthening digital skills, training both the public sector and SMEs, with 
the aim of having an intelligent government and modern/competitive 
SMEs
Building a smart and cooperative network between university, 
enterprises (also start ups and spin offs) and public sector to share 
digital best practises, planning and know how
Giving priority to the environment and full green energy, working on smart 
mobility
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Enrico Fiorentin, Eng., Ph.D.
Municipality of Padua (Italy)

Do you want to contact me?

fiorentine@comune.padova.it

+39 347 11 432 70

Padua



Smart Costa Blanca 
(Alicante – Spain)
Costa Blanca as a Smart Tourism Destination

Alicante 2018



Smart Costa Blanca 
(Alicante – Spain)
Costa Blanca as a Smart Tourism Destination

December 2018



According to rule UNE 178501, one Smart Tourism Destination is an area accessible for 
everybody, which draw on of innovation and technology, guaranties a development touristic 
sustainable in three sides (economical, sociocultural and environmental) for improving  the 

tourist experience and the quality of citizen and is governed by a Management Entity.

70

Improvement 
in internal 
process

Vision of Costa Blanca as an actor in transformation of destination

Change in culture and organization

Improvement 
of contact 
points with 

tourist

News 
products and 
services for 

tourist

News 
bussiness 

models

4 steps for the 
process in digital 
transformation



The model of digital transformation should be based in four areas:

71

Organization Intelligence Technology Marketing

Digital 
culture of 

organization

Management 
of Data

To connect 
markets, 

companies and 
tourists

To facility the 
change for 

digital world



Smart Costa Blanca (Alicante - Spain)

Organization

Management 
system of 
touristic 

resources

Description

✓ Management system of touristic resources is a repository of 
promotional information of touristic resources 

✓ This tool allows the management, monitoring and updating of 
all the tourist resources of Alicante’s province, linking them to 
their digital assets, so that they must be integrated with the 
digital asset manager. 

✓ In this way it will be an instrument that allows them to manage, 
update and exploit all the information that is currently available 
so that it can be promoted and presented to tourists and 
visitors.



Smart Costa Blanca (Alicante - Spain)

Organization

Management 
system of digital 

assets

Description

✓ Multimedia resources.
✓ Multi-channel distribution.
✓ Using Artificial Intelligence.



Smart Costa Blanca (Alicante - Spain)

Organization

Professional 
Portal

Description

✓ Engage professionals.
✓ Show contents, value reports, tendencies, movements, 

statistical studies.



Smart Costa Blanca (Alicante - Spain)

Organization

CRM

Description

✓ Relationships with users.
✓ Customer management.
✓ Request, complaints and incidents to improve attention for 

professionals, optimizing the resources.



Smart Costa Blanca (Alicante - Spain)

Organization

Beacon and 
sensor 

management 
tools

Description

✓ Monitoring of beacons.
✓ Sensors data.
✓ Monitoring parking system.



Smart Costa Blanca (Alicante - Spain)

Organization

Touristic 
Intelligence

Description

✓ Analysis of visitors in geographic areas.
✓ Dashboard.
✓ Big data.



Smart Costa Blanca (Alicante - Spain)

Intelligence

Open Data

Description

✓ Open Data portal based on open source software.
✓ KPI.
✓ Interoperability.



Smart Costa Blanca (Alicante - Spain)

Intelligence

Inflow control

Description

✓ Affluence in critical points.
✓ Airport, trail station, bus station, highways, roads, …



80

Management 
system of touristic 

resources

Turistic Portal

CRM

Professional PortalApp

Management 
system of digital 

assets
Turistic Intelligence

Social Media 
Marketing Beacon and 

sensor 
management 

modules

Open Data

Open data portal

Beacons

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF DESTINATION

Sensors

Digital assets

Influx control
Smart signage
Tourist spaces

ESBHttp-REST
Web services

MQTT
Web Services Web services

Web services

Enterprise 
Service Bus











Smart Costa Blanca (Alicante - Spain)

Costa Blanca is the trademark of the tourism in Alicante’s province. 

Financiation: 1,6 M€ with FEDER funds and 1M€ own funds.





Digital Cities Challenge

3. Upskilling the city
Moderator: Dana Eleftheriadou

• Georgios Dimarelos, Deputy Mayor of Thessaloniki

• Perluigi Bondi, Mayor of L’Aquila

• Radu Botez, Deputy Mayor of Iasi

• Sotiris Sakkas, Deputy Mayor of Trikala
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Thessaloniki

Thessaloniki 2018
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L’Aquila

L’Aquila 2018
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the Mayor of L 
’Aquila

Pierluigi 
Biondi

Bruxelles - 4th of December 2018 MAYORS SUMMIT- DIGITAL’AQ

L’Aquila è molto bella .
Le notti sono fresche d’estate, e non c’è 
primavera più splendida in Italia.
E. Hemingway
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INCIPICT
(Experimental network in optical fiber) 

Innovating City Planning through Information and Communications Technology

Bruxelles - 4th of December 2018 MAYORS SUMMIT- DIGITAL’AQ
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OPEN DATA RECONSTRUCTION

Bruxelles - 4th of December 2018 MAYORS SUMMIT- DIGITAL’AQ
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• Since April 2018, almost 3000 visits 
with a discrete portion of returning 
visitor. 

• Exploring how to make the Open 
Data Ricostruzione more relevant 
collaborating with GSSI and ANCE

• Exploring how to bring together 
Open Data Ricostruzione and 
another open data model, Meteo 
Aquilano
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Successful Cases to Work on – Smart 
Tunnel for Utility Services
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Successful Cases to Work on 
– Smart Tunnel as an element 
of the Living Lab
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The European Commission's Digital Cities Challenge

Digital’AQ

Bruxelles - 4th of December 2018 MAYORS SUMMIT- DIGITAL’AQ

Thank you for your attention

The Mayor of L’Aquila
Mr. Pierluigi Biondi



Iasi

Iasi 2018



Iasi
- Upskilling the city -





Educational
units

9 high schools. In all there are computer laboratories and specialized 
courses for digital skills.

6 universities with more than 50,000 students. 4 faculties within them 
are specialized in information technology, all of them with modern 
computer laboratories and specialized courses.



Computer courses 
for seniors, persons 
in age, pensioners.

Junior Computer 
Academy

IT courses for 
children



Local Working Group 
on Information 
Technology



CODECAMP

2500+ participants               70+ speakers
30+ communities                 30+ partners



IT COMPANIES





Thank You
Radu Botez. Deputy Mayor from Iasi Municipality



Smart Trikala
Utilizing intelligence and skills for a coherent community

Trikala 2018



Utilizing intelligence and skills for a coherent 
community
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Smart Trikala timeline:

4.854 
requests

2017

4.590
requests
2016



Utilizing intelligence and skills for a coherent 
community

1st 5G/ 
Effective Wi-Fi Innovation 

friendly

Youth skills

Measured KPIs



Digital Cities Challenge

4. Unlocking investments
Moderator: Fernando Hervás

• Vojko Obersnel, Mayor of Rijeka

• Gheorghe Falca, Mayor of Arad

• Vladimir Danailov on behalf of Mayor of Sofia

• Dimosthenis Toulkidis, Deputy Mayor of Kavala

• Jose Ignacio Landaluce Calleja, Mayor of Algeciras
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Rijeka

Rijeka 2018



DIGITAL CITIES CHALLENGE 
MAYORS SUMMIT

CITY OF RIJEKA
Vojko Obersnel, Mayor



Centre of the Croatian North Adriatic Region

Urban area: 44 km²   
Urban population: 128.384 (2.923 inhabitants per km²)
Rijeka is the seat of Primorsko-Goranska County  
(Population: 300.000 )

• vivid business and commercial centre
• biggest Croatian port
• university centre with 11 faculties and 20.000 students
• ageing population, more than 35.000 inhabitants of 60+ 

In 2020 Rijeka will be European Capital of Culture – Port of Diversity
• lots of programs and projects will include digital contents and 

creative industries



Our Mission is  to efficiently transition from a 
traditional industrial hub to an economically 
diverse city; one that attracts, nurtures and 

retains digital talent, for sustainable economic 
development and improved quality of life.



§ To continue developing a digitalized and horizontally 
integrated public administration system that would 
provide better services to citizens.

§ To leverage digital technologies in the service of 
enterprise and community development by improving 
communication flow among all stakeholders. 

§ To develop a culture of lifelong learning, digital literacy 
and all other relevant skills (both high and low skills) that 
would make the city especially attractive to youths and 
digital nomads.



1) Center of Competence for Smart Cities
2) Project “Energana”
3) Modernization of the Data Center of the City of Rijeka
4) Electronic Communication Infrastructure
5) e-Schools
6) Free wireless internet in the City of Rijeka (Free Wi-Fi) – extension
7) Improving the information security system of the City of Rijeka
8) e-Inclusion
9) e-Administration - Administration without papers and counters
10) Intranet City of Rijeka 2.0.
11) Internet portal of open data
12) Informatization of the Social Welfare System of the City of Rijeka
13) Informatization of sports system in the City of Rijeka
14) Informatization of the City of Rijeka procurement system

European Committee of the Regions, 04/12/2018



Center of competence (CoC) for Smart Cities is an innovation cluster. 

Smart RI Ltd., owned by the City of Rijeka, Lead applicant for EU funding, will manage 
Cluster that includes 16 entrepreneurs and 4 organizations for research and dissemination of 
knowledge that have effective cooperation on research and development projects.

Number of activities have already been done to assure sustainability, foster partnership and 
prepare for funding application (Partners Agreement, Feasibility study, Strategy for research 
and development, Action plan)



• CoC for smart cities will allow the commercialization of scientific-research achievements of 
R&D projects and the development of competencies within 3 thematic areas of the Smart 
specialization strategy (S3) of the Republic of Croatia, as follows:

– Energy and Sustainable Environment
– Traffic and mobility
– Security

• Planned Achievements/Results/Impacts in numbers: 
– 36 new products ready for market
– 52 new working places
– 8 IP rights registered



§ Project applicant: City of Rijeka
§ Purpose: Enabling favorable environment for ICT business creation 

and development
§ Co-Funding: ITI (Integrated Territorial Investments) mechanism within

OPKK (Operational Program Competitiveness and Cohesion) framework,
up to 85%. The OPKK program is funded by European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF) and Cohesion Fund.

§ Estimated project value: 4.425.514,85 EUR 
§ Call for application date: December 2018.
§ Results announcement:: May 2019.
§ Project duration: 3 years

ENERGANA



Powerhouse today

Powerhouse after reconstruction





Arad City
Challenges of Arad today and tomorrow

Arad 2018



Context – addressing the needs of the present 

Utilities infrastructure at national and local level 
- steps towards Europe

Arad- administrative model: 
üPrioritisation and local decision 
üEfficient resource management 
üDiverse financing sources
üInnovative projects

Arad – financing sources:
q local budget
q national budget
q non-refundable funds (EU, Swiss-Romanian Cooperation 
Programme)
q IFI loans (EBRD, World Bank)



Context – facing the challenges of the future

Digital infrastructure
- in step with Europe

Romania, according to DESI 2018:
- ranked last in Europe
BUT :
- 2nd highest ultrafast broadband in EU

(44% of Romanian homes subscribe to ultrafast broadband)

Arad: 
ü Above the national average 
ü 95% 4G coverage
ü Internet at low costs
ü Efficient infrastructure

Ranked 3rd in the top of Romania’s smart cities
(*Romanian Association for Smart City and Mobility)



Local vision and ambition

Arad – strategies that include objectives, measures and financing 
sources: 

üSIDU – Integrated Urban Development Strategy 2014-2030 

üSUMP – Sustainable urban Mobility Plan 2016-2023 

üGreen Strategy 2016-2025

üHealth Development Plan 2016-2025 

üCultural Strategy 2015-2025

ü SEAP – Sustainable Energy Action Plan 2012-2020



Joining up strategies - digitalisation

ØDigital Strategy for Arad
ØIT Strategy for the local administration

Working with the community 
Local budget for digital projects
EU funds for digital projects



Arad today – big investments ongoing

Smart lighting 

Public Lighting with LED project
-Swiss-Romanian Cooperation programme
- 3114 LED lights
- 3 mil. CHF 
- 90% completed

Remote management
- digitally assisted remote management of 
the system’s operation hours and lighting intensity 

Digitising the heritage buildings restored with EU funds:

Rehabilitation of the State Philharmonic Project
Rehabilitation of the State Theatre Project 



Arad of tomorrow – local initiatives

Ø Integrated travel system - e-ticketing and video monitoring

Ø Underground containers for selective waste collection 

Ø Intelligent parking

Ø Extension of the video-surveillance system – network infrastructure and 

dispatch centre



Leadership and community –
the challenge of participatory budgeting

Programme launch: December 2018

Deadline: 28th February 2019

1 million euros, 9 areas

- projects submitted by citizens

- online platform

Digital domain - EUR 80,000



Sofia

Sofia 2018



Sofia: geography

500 m above sea level

Vitosha Mountain - 20 min from the city center

380 km from the Bulgarian Black Sea coast

300 km from the Greek Aegean Sea coast 



New brand hotels opening in Sofia by 2020:

Sofia: urban development
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Sofia at a glance



*Value added at factor costs, Sofia 2016 (in%)

Sofia economy by sectors*



Promising Industries in Sofia



Sofia Investment 
Agency
12 Gen. Gourko St, 
Sofia, Bulgaria
contact@investsofia.com
investsofia.com

/ SofiaInvestmentAgency

Sofia Investment Agency

@InvestSofia



Kavala

Kavala 2018



Population
70,501

Area GNP
€1,8 billion 
Per capita
€13,241

Economy Sectors
Primary 10,5%

Secondary 12,5%
Services 77%

Digital Cities 
Challenge
KAVALA



Top Regional 
producer in

Mining & quarrying 31% 

Construction 33%

Accommodation & food 
services  42%

Real estate 29%

Science & technical 29%

Digital Cities 
Challenge
KAVALA

Strategic Sectors
Tourism & Culture
Arrivals 140,000 / Overnight Stays 275,000 / Room nights sold ~50%

Agro-Food
20% of total regional production / 36% of all national fish stock

Logistics
Major port facilities servicing South Balkan region, TEN-T network
Fraport’s investment in Kavala airport
Sea2Sea, over €5bn investment, new Egnatia Railway TEN-T network
Inter European E61 270km road under development



Entrepreneurship

7,670 registered 
businesses 

19,640 employees

€881m turnover

Digital Cities 
Challenge
KAVALA

Digital maturity



KPIs

Broadband in 
households 46%

4G City coverage 80%

Average Internet 
Speed 13Mbps

Digital Cities 
Challenge
KAVALA

Digital vision 

“to become a Logistics / Agro-Food SouthEast

Europe Center by 2030 and a Creative Industries Hub

through the integration of advanced technologies”



Digital Cities 
Challenge
KAVALA

Near Future Challenge
Attract investment through setting up a Regional 

Technological Park

which will act as a launchpad of industrial 
transformation for Kavala



Digital Cities 
Challenge
KAVALA

Thank you!



Algeciras

Algeciras 2018



Algeciras  
DIGITAL  
CHALLENGE



CONTEXT &FIGURES
• Population: 120.601 inhabitants, second in population in Provinceof  

Cádiz,ANDALUCÍA

• Extension: 85,9 m2

• Density: 1.384,40 inhab/km2

• 104 registered nationalities, 129 declared byNGOs

• Strategically placed at the very south ofEurope





ALGECIRASBAY



WORKDONE
• 6 LOCAL WORKSHOPS: DIGITAL LOCALTEAM

• 3 ACADEMY SEMINARS: Brussels (2),Thessaloniki

• NEXT ACADEMY SEMINAR: IN ALGECIRAS January 29th &  
30th, 2019

• DEVELOPING LOCAL ACTIONPLAN

• COMPLEMENTARY
• INTEGRATED SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT URBAN ESTRATEGY  

(ERDFFUNDS)
• SMART MASTERPLAN





DIFFICULTIES &SUCCESS:

u Misunderstanding by populatin of the project or its benefits;
u Lack of culture and practice in cooperationprojects,
u Foreign language as a barrier,
u Difficulties to engage keyactors..

✓ COOPERATION¡¡Local stakeholders much involved:  
University, Tecnnological Campus, Chamber of  
commerce, European Info-Point, CouncilDelegations…

✓ Working under the umbrella of theFAMP (Andalucian  
Municipalities and PorvinceFederation)

✓ EXPECTATIONS and better IMAGE of thecity
✓ COMPLEMENTARY with strategic projects in the city



VISION & FUTUREPLANS
² To pave the way towards a continuous digital transformation

and modernization process that will enable Algeciras to
become the open, dynamic, social inclusive and talent based
southernmost doorstep of Europe as well as the worldwide
reference for acitizens-driven sustainable mobility hub…

Throug:
• Develop and implement LOCAL DIGITAL ACTIONPLAN;
• Introduce DIGITALISATION as compulsary component in all  

strategic projects in thecity
• Multi-local appoach: Algeciras BAY (Comarca CampoGibraltar)



THANKYOU¡¡

Mr. IGNACIO LANDALUCE CALLEJA  
MAYOR OFALGECIRAS



Digital Cities Challenge

Closing and signature of the Declaration of cooperation

17:15 – 17:30




